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FINANCIAL STABILITY OF THE BANKING SECTOR OF THE EAEU COUNTRIES IN THE CONTEXT
OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
This article examines the factors that negatively affect the financial stability of the banking sector within the
framework of the integration association in the light of the coronavirus pandemic. The stability of the financial
system is determined by its ability to dissipate financial imbalances that arise endogenously or as a result of
significant adverse and unforeseen events external to the system. In conditions of stability, the system will
absorb shocks, primarily through self-correction mechanisms, thus preventing the negative impact of adverse
events on the real economy and the financial system itself. Authors conduct the definitions of the financial
stability of the central banks of the EAEU member states are given and the effectiveness of measures to
achieve financial stability recommended by the Financial Stability Council is considered.
Keywords: financial stability, the COVID-19 pandemic, the banking sector of ECO member countries,
recommendations of the Financial Stability Board.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION TRANSPARENCY OF CENTRAL BANKS’
OPERATIONS WITH SECURITIES
The article presents a comparative analysis of the information openness of the central banks of Russia,
Brazil, China, Australia, as well as the European Central Bank and the Federal Reserve System related to
their activities on the open market, conducted on the basis of the methodology developed by the authors.
Keywords: central banks, open market operations, information openness, valuation methodology.

Marina V. Charaeva, Doctor of Economic Sciences, Professor, Acting Head of Department of “Theory
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PROJECT FINANCING ORGANIZATION: SPECIFICS, PARTICIPANTS, IMPLEMENTATION
STAGES

ANNOTATION
The article deals with the organization of project financing, including a mechanism that should provide for
measures aimed at effective cooperation and beneficial interaction of all parties to the transaction, since only
if these two factors are present will it be possible to achieve the successful implementation of the project
and its maximum profitability. Despite the fact that all partners involved in the implementation of the project
seem to have one common goal – their interests both at the stage of attracting funding, and at the stages of
launching and implementing the project, can vary significantly. This is often due to the fact that participants
from different regions and even different countries are involved, which means that they have different legal
practices, specific national (or regional) legislation (tax, investment, etc.), which leads to misunderstandings
and friction that lead to conflicts. The result of the study is the systematization of knowledge about the
organization of project financing in terms of the allocation of funds and the interaction of participants at
different stages of the project.
Keywords: project financing, participants, implementation stages, financial relations, organization, estimate,
cost reserve, bank, banking services.

Natalya E. Brovkina, Doctor of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor of Banking and Financial
Markets Department, Financial University under the Government of the Russian Federation
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TRANSFORMATION OF BANKING SERVICES FOR WEALTHY CLIENTS (PRIVATE BANKING) IN
A NEW REALITY
The challenges of the time and rapid large-scale changes have predetermined the trends and directions of
transformation of the Russian Private Banking market, in connection with which the potential of this complex
of services for wealthy clients has expanded and conditions have been created to strengthen competitive
potential. The article examines global, geopolitical, historical and gerontological factors that have influenced
the development trends of Private Banking, including such aspects as the return of large capital from abroad,
the change in the profile of HNWI clients, the introduction of digital services, the emergence of new types of
risk, and formed the directions of Private Banking development in the new reality.
Keywords: Private Banking, individual banking services for wealthy clients, factors of transformation of
Private Banking, trends and prospects for the development of Private Banking.

Olga A. Morozova, Candidate of Technical Sciences, Associate Professor, Department of Business
informatics, Financial University under the Government of the Russian Federation
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DATA QUALITY MANAGEMENT’S SERVICE AS A COMPONENT OF THE DIGITAL PLATFORM OF
MODERN BANK
Data quality is a key success factor for digital transformation of business. Problems with quality of data
remain a source of the missed profit and straight financial losses of most banks, caused by fragmentariness
of IT infrastructure and extreme complexity of data flows between systems, numerous and non-documented
transformations of data in the course of their processing. The problem of data quality management is
analyzed in the context of digital platforms development for modern bank. The main result is development of
architecture of service for the centralized control and quality management of data performing functions of
assessment and continuous monitoring of data quality indicators. A methodological basis of a research are
works in the field of the analysis of digital platforms, the data quality standards (GOST P 56215-2014) and
modeling of enterprise architecture (TOGAF).
Keywords: data quality, service, digital platform, metrics of data quality, bank.

